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Investors are broadening their horizons.
They are considering a wider range of property
types, financing options and risk-return
profiles to achieve their investment goals.

KEY FINDINGS
This report shows that analysing a common set
of capital market traits is an objective way to
form an investment strategy that includes all
UK property types – mainstream and alternative

Increased demand for alternatives is a
response by income-seeking investors to keep
allocations achievable, given the scarcity of
suitable investments

Portfolio deals have been the most
common way to access the best assets
and strongest covenants

The shortening of commercial leases has shifted
long income investment into alternatives

Investors have acquired, or partnered with,
dominant operators to quickly gain specialist
knowledge and economies of scale

Investors should look at alternative property
types as distinct specialist sectors that have
varied demand drivers and investment traits
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A DECADE OF ALTERNATIVE REAL
ESTATE INVESTMENT: HIGHLIGHTS

28%

43%

53%

57%

40%

53%

OF ALL INVESTMENT IN 2018
WAS IN ALTERNATIVE REAL
ESTATE (£17BN), AN ALLTIME HIGH

OF ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENT WAS
THROUGH PORTFOLIO
DEALS (2009-2018)

OF ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENT WAS IN
HOTELS (2009-2018)

OF ALTERNATIVE REAL
ESTATE INVESTMENT WAS
IN LONDON (2009-2018)

OF INVESTMENT VOLUMES
SAW A DOMESTIC OWNER
SELL TO A FOREIGN BUYER
(2009-2018)

OF LONG INCOME
FUNDS’ ASSETS ARE IN
ALTERNATIVE SECTORS1

£267MILLION 76%
WAS THE AVERAGE
PORTFOLIO VALUE FOR
ALTERNATIVE SECTORS
(2009-2018)

OF INVESTMENT VOLUMES
HAD AN INSTITUTIONAL
BUYER (2009-2018)

1

 SCI UK Long Income Property Fund
M
Index, as at Q1 2019
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WHAT IS ALTERNATIVE
REAL ESTATE?
This report focuses on any property types beyond the three
main sectors – offices, retail and industrial. Unless otherwise
stated, the term “alternatives” refers to hotels, student living,
residential, healthcare, data centres, self storage and car parks.

NAMING CONVENTIONS
We organise and classify to help us make sense of the world around
us. Investors classify real estate based on a building’s use class –
retail, office, industrial, for example. But the industry lacks a universal
classification system.
It has also become convention to sort properties into two groups –
mainstream and alternative. Illiquidity and the lack of a pedigree in
institutional investment lead investors to think of property types as
alternative. However, the meaning of “alternative” is subjective, often
dictated by an investor’s experience or national market traditions.
For example, residential is an emerging institutional sector in the UK,
but it is already a large, institutional sector in the US, Germany and
the Netherlands.

OVER

£17BN

OF ALTERNATIVE ASSETS
TRANSACTED IN 2018, IN LINE
WITH THE 2017 TOTAL.

Classifying any items based on subjective opinions rather than
observable traits can lead to problems. For real estate, it can cloud
an investor’s view of what is driving a property type’s investment
performance and lead to mistaken investment strategies.

SHARE OF

In 2009, in the depths of the Great Financial Crisis, barely £1bn
of alternative real estate assets transacted, as shown in Figure 1.
Investment volumes have since gathered pace each year. Over £17bn
of alternative assets transacted in 2018, in line with the 2017 total.

IN 2018 – THE HIGHEST ANNUAL
SHARE ON RECORD.

Alternatives were 5% of all investment in 2009, rising to 28% in 2018 –
the highest annual share on record. This trend has continued into 2019
with alternatives being 42% of all investment in the first quarter.2

2

C&W UK Capital Market Watch Q1 2019, sourced with RCA
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28%

FIGURE 1: GROWING ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT VOLUMES
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THE ROUTES LEADING
TO ALTERNATIVES
The growth in alternative real estate
investment is clear. But what is still
unclear is why alternatives have
increasingly attracted investment?
And how will investors access this
market in future?
Finding the answers to these questions is essential.
Within UK real estate funds, investment holdings
beyond the largest property types – retail, office and
industrial – typically averaged 3-6% from the 1980s to
the early-2000s. But since then, holdings rose to 19%
by 2018, as direct result of rising investment levels
among institutions.3

1

LOWER FOR LONGER

Increased liquidity in alternatives is a symptom, not
a cause, of changing investment trends. One cause is
investors’ persistent need for high-quality, long-term
income. Today’s low-yield environment makes finding
that income difficult.
Real estate is in a better position to give investors the
income they need than other asset classes. A recent
asset owner survey found 78% of 165 European
investors had entered a new asset class or strategy in
the last three years, with unlisted real estate one of
the top choices.4
Coming out of the financial crisis in 2009, the yields
on student living, hotels and residential might have
made them less attractive than the main property
types. But in recent years, competition to buy into
the main property types has been fierce. Average
net yield ranges for all property types have settled
around 5-6%, with prime yields between 4-5%. Now,
these low-yielding alternatives look competitive
based on the income they can deliver.
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3

Share of the MSCI UK Annual Property Index, as at December 2018
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 finance, “Asset Owner Survey: Innovations in Implementation,”
B
September 2018, p.9
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 SCI BNPPRE UK Lease Events Review, November 2018. Data are
M
based on an unweighted average, ignoring break clauses
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MSCI AREF UK Quarterly Property Index, as at Q1 2019

2

LONG INCOME

Insurers and other institutions, such as pension funds,
invest to hedge risk as well as get a return.
Life insurers have fixed, long-term obligations to
policy holders. Similarly, defined benefit pension
schemes must honour their long-term commitments.
In an inflationary world, the real benefits offered are
real liabilities for the providers.
Institutions have increasingly used real estate with
long leases among the assets used to match their
long-duration liabilities. This steady, reliable rental
income can be an attractive alternative to bonds with
similar credit risk and often has a link to inflation.
However, finding properties with leases long enough
to be a suitable match to liabilities is difficult. New
leases signed in 2018 for commercial property
averaged seven years, with 48% of leases being
five years or shorter.5 The average lease length has
shortened so much that liability-driven investment
can no longer rely on properties with standard leases.
Today, long income investment is for specialists.
Sourcing suitable assets needs experience, and
good relationships with owner-occupiers can help
originate deals. As a result, institutions often invest
in dedicated long income real estate funds.
The market is increasingly transparent with £10.8bn
of assets benchmarked to the MSCI UK Long Income
Property Fund Index. A look at this index shows 53%
of the underlying properties are alternative assets,
compared to only 12% in the traditional balanced
property fund index.6
Owner-occupiers of hotels, student accommodation,
healthcare, as well as housing associations, have
looked to free-up capital locked in their real estate
portfolios. In turn, this has expanded the universe for
institutional investment and increased investment in
alternative real estate.

3

GAINING CONTROL

While long leases might suit some investors, they
might hinder others wanting higher returns. In a
market with rising net operating incomes, fixed rents
can cause performance to lag the market. An asset
can depreciate while a tenant is in place, raising the
risk of obsolescence. And owners would be reletting
into unknown market conditions once the lease ends.
As a result, investors are becoming more adept at
taking operational responsibilities. By buying, or
taking a stake, in the company that manages the
underlying real estate, investors can align interests
all the way through to the end users of the properties.
Partnerships and joint ventures are other ways to
combine capital and expertise, but with a more
limited remit for a definite period.
The risk profile is very different from traditional,
leased real estate. Whenever an asset’s income
is dependent on the operational business, the
affordability of the operator’s liabilities is a key
consideration for owners. And while the operator’s
brand is important to the success of the operational
business, brand, or goodwill, is rarely reflected in the
real estate valuation.
Investing at scale is usually for two reasons. First,
many investors want to buy large portfolios to access
high-quality stock and a dominant operator. Further,
investors can increase cashflow through platform
growth and efficiency gains. The ability to control
a platform provides more flexibility than buying
individual assets and being a passive owner.
Second, investors can use their partnerships to
add value to existing investments that need to
change or diversify their use – such as redeveloping
a retail asset into a residential-led scheme or adding
a hotel component.
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4

DRIVING DEMAND

As well as forces indirectly encouraging
investment in alternative real estate, this part of
the market has many factors directly influencing its
long-term prospects.
Real estate investors have always taken long-term
positions on secular trends. In the 1980s, the growth
of the service industry, especially financial services,
was the bet – the net share of GDP from financial
services rose from 6% to 13% in this period.7 Since,
the growth of online consumer spending and the
rise of technology companies have influenced
investment decisions.
The UK’s ageing population, the increase in
international study, and the increased tendency to
rent rather than buy homes are the next secular
trends. In addition, the growth in data creation and
storage looks set to boost data centre demand,
while self storage needs are strongly linked to
the increase in people renting accommodation.
Changing demography, technology and lifestyles
are the domestic catalysts.

ARE ALTERNATIVES THE
NEW MAINSTREAM?
Alternatives are an eclectic group of property types.
Other than increased liquidity, what are their common
characteristics? Those characteristics should be
distinct from the rest of the asset class to justify
their separation. Overall, the objective of defining
alternatives based solely on investment volumes is
potentially misleading and the often-asked question
“are alternatives the new mainstream?” misses the
point. We need to look deeper into how and why
investors are putting more capital into a broader
range of property types.
There are many observable characteristics of
a property type’s capital market traits beyond
investment volumes. The next section is a detailed
analysis of capital market trends in the UK that looks
to group property types by these traits. The aim is to
guide investors’ tactics with a practical review of the
UK capital market.

Meanwhile, more people are willing and able to
travel abroad – especially those based in China,
South America and Africa. And an increase in
international flights is bringing that new demand
to the UK hotel market.
These diverse demand drivers are putting current
supply under strain and new development is
struggling to keep pace.
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FIGURE 2: KEY FACTORS IN ALTERNATIVE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
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A DECADE OF
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
The UK investment market has changed over the last 10 years,
but ranking property types by their share of investment has had
a similar result each year, as shown in Figure 3.
Offices are typically 45% of all investment. Retail
and industrial usually contribute more than 35% of
investment when combined. The balance between the
two has shifted to industrial in recent years. Industrial
volumes exceeded that of retail in 2017 and 2018.
Hotels typically led student living, although 2009
was weak for hotels, when tourism in the UK slumped.
Residential and healthcare each formed 2-3% of
investment. However, investment in residential is
growing as institutions finally add housing to their
portfolios. Residential was 8% of all investment in
2018, for example.

Typical lot sizes can vary by location, especially
between London and the rest of the UK. And London
can be a large part of the total stock.
Figure 4 divides all property types into three groups
according to London’s share of that property type’s
investment, excluding portfolio deals. London offices
are usually more than 60% of all office investment.
This bias is partly because of the major difference in
lot sizes between London offices (£55m on average)
and regional offices (£18m) and the sheer size of
London’s office stock.

Car parks, data centres and self storage are small,
but can produce big deals. For example, the bump in
data centre investment in 2016 was largely down to
the UK portion of Equinix’s takeover of TelecityGroup,
estimated at £933m of the £2.6bn total.8

Residential investment shows a similarly high share
of London investment, although the lot sizes are
large across the UK. Hotels and student living offer
a similar profile to office deals – London is a key part
of the market, London’s lot sizes are large, and assets
are far smaller in the regions.

Figure 3 shows there is not a distinct break in volume
sizes between offices, retail and industrial versus the
rest. Dividing these property types into two groups,
mainstream and alternative, based on investment
volumes would, therefore, be subjective.

Car parks stand out in a similar fashion, but fewer
London assets transact. Those that did were high
value (average of £37m) thanks to strong incomes,
high land values and some had potential for
redevelopment into other valuable uses.

Beyond liquidity, typical asset values, or lot sizes,
are also important. Assets need to be a suitable
size for the investor’s portfolio. Buying large
assets can concentrate an investor’s capital in too
few investments and undermine diversification.
Meanwhile, investing in small assets could be
inefficient and unnecessarily increase transaction
and management costs.

At the other end of the scale, healthcare and
self storage are like industrial based on these
characteristics – regional investment dominates,
and lot sizes are small.
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FIGURE 3: SHARE OF INVESTMENT VOLUMES BY PROPERTY TYPE (2009-2018)
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FIGURE 4: AVERAGE ASSET VALUE BY LOCATION, GROUPED BY LONDON’S INVESTMENT SHARE (2009-2018)
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Buying individual properties is one of many routes
to real estate ownership. Portfolio deals, either
buying the assets directly or buying the entity that
owns the assets, are an especially popular entry point
into alternatives.
Managing alternative real estate needs specialist
knowledge. Investors usually need to expand their
asset management teams or use specialist partners.
Buying portfolios can give immediate access to
these specialist management teams. A portfolio
also creates a large platform in keeping with the
steep costs of investing in a new property type
for the first time. And with a platform in place,
subsequent asset-level purchases would benefit from
economies of scale.
Figure 5 shows that all alternatives, except
residential, saw more than half of investment through
portfolios versus buying individual assets over the

last 10 years. The average portfolio size was larger
for data centres, student living and hotels than for
the main property types.
Investors are willing to commit large amounts of
capital to alternatives. While portfolio deals typically
ranged between £100m and £500m, there were many
larger deals. In total, 26 portfolios of alternative real
estate priced over £500m transacted over the last
decade. Only 17 portfolios of the main property types
transacted over the same price threshold.
Overall, the trends in portfolio investment, and
the growth in investment, show that investors are
committed to alternative real estate for the long
term. Investors are intent on quickly growing their
alternative investment share and in doing so, often
accept more management responsibilities.

FIGURE 5: PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT TRAITS BY PROPERTY TYPE (2009-2018)
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Alternative

Mainstream

deals, where over 60% of alternative portfolio
volumes involved a sale from a domestic owner to
a foreign buyer. For asset sales, this share was close
to 40% of asset investment volumes.

As a property type matures, the share of crossborder investment and institutional ownership
can to increase. Figure 6 splits capital flows for
alternatives by the origin and type of owner and
whether the asset changed categories when sold.
The main trend for alternatives was the inclination for
domestic owners to sell to foreign buyers. This trend
was strongest among institutional investors (27% of
alternative investment), but the second largest capital
flow (15%) was from private domestic owners selling
to foreign institutions. Foreign investors have been
determined to gain a first-mover advantage, often
outcompeting domestic institutions trying to achieve
the same goal.

In total, a third of alternative investment volumes
involved a trade between domestic investors.
However, around half of the domestic-to-domestic
investment volumes saw private owners selling
to institutions.
Ownership of alternatives is becoming
more institutional and international. Foreign
institutions’ appetite for large portfolios is the main
driver, and this is obvious across all property types,
not just alternatives.

Overall, 53% of alternative investment over the
last decade saw assets become foreign owned.
This is especially clear when looking at portfolio

Asset Ownership Status by Origin

More International

FIGURE 6: INVESTMENT SHARE BY ASSET OWNERSHIP STATUS FOR ALTERNATIVES (2009-2018)
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BEYOND VOLUMES
The aim of this research was to analyse the UK real
estate market objectively based on the capital market
characteristics of each property type. Investment
volumes are an important consideration, but the
analysis shows there are many others.
Typical lot sizes, the investment into portfolios,
the average portfolio value, London’s dominance
and the inflows of international and institutional
capital all help create a more rounded view of UK
real estate investment.
To achieve this aim, we completed a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) of the key features.
This statistical technique simplifies the relationships
between the variables to best explain the differences
among the property types.
This subsector analysis was more granular than the
property types described before. This was to see
if parts of a property type would belong to separate
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groups. We summarise the results by clustering the
property types into three groups9 that share similar
capital market traits.
Figure 7 is thematic summary of this analysis,
simplifying its conclusions. The first finding is that
offices, retail and high-rise residential form a distinct
group. These property types have large lot sizes,
and rely chiefly on sales of individual assets, rather
than portfolios. Total investment volume only had a
small influence on the groupings – a telling sign that
liquidity had limited use in explaining the differences
in property type characteristics.

9

 hree groups were optimal based on a silhouette method.
T
The technique provides a succinct graphical representation of how
well each object has been classified

FIGURE 7: THEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL MARKET DIMENSIONS
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Note 1: Full details of the Principal Component Analysis can be
made available on request

Note 2: Capital market dimensions used in the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) were total investment volume, average asset size,
average portfolio size, and the following dimensions as a share of
the property type’s total investment volume: individual properties,
London, foreign buyers. Investor type (i.e. institutional) had little
explanatory power and was excluded
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A similar explanation fits healthcare. Care homes had
a large average portfolio size (£323m over the last
10 years) and attracted notable foreign investment
(61%). Senior living, clinics and hospitals had a
similar profile to care homes by lot size and share
of portfolio investment. However, its portfolios were
smaller (less than £100m on average) and foreign
investment was a minority share (37% for senior living
and 11% for clinics and hospitals).

The rest of the UK real estate market divided into
two further groups. Group 2 has the opposite traits
to Group 1. Here, the share of portfolio deals, the
average portfolio value and the share of foreign
ownership is crucial.
Portfolio deals in Group 2 were relatively small and
typically bought by domestic buyers. Portfolio deals
were also dominant in Group 3, but those deals were
large. And foreign investors were more prevalent.

Low-rise, single-family residential differed from highrise residential enough to merit falling into Group 2.
Average asset sizes for low-rise residential were
£11m versus £35m for high-rise flats. Around 70%
of low-rise residential investment was in the form
of portfolio deals, whereas the high-rise format had
the opposite profile with only 30% of investment
volumes in portfolios.

Some property types had subsectors fall into
different groups. Hotels were split between Group 2
and Group 3. The domestic investors in hotels had a
distinct focus on smaller, limited-service hotel assets
(i.e. no restaurant). Foreign buyers and sellers traded
large portfolios of full-service hotels with a slightly
stronger bias towards London.

These groups could change a little over time, but the
characteristics used should prove to be more stable
than investment volumes, which are cyclical.

THERE ARE CLEAR CONCLUSIONS TO THIS ANALYSIS:

1
Investors considering Group 1
investments need to be able to
cope with the concentration risk
of large lot sizes, but, in turn,
they can selectively invest in
high-quality assets that meet
their requirements.
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2
Group 2 investments are likely
to be more sensitive to domestic
investor sentiment and regional
demand drivers. Lot sizes and
portfolios are smaller, leading to
greater diversification benefits
for the capital required.

3
Group 3 investments tend to
be very large, often including
operational responsibility and attract
international competition among
bidders. However, these property
types can offer diverse portfolios
and high-quality income streams.

TRAITS AND TRENDS
Using the term “alternative real estate” will be a hard
habit to break. It is a convenient catchall phrase.
However, the property types included in this group
are too diverse to justify a combined investment
allocation. Investors should look at alternative
property types as distinct specialist sectors that have
varied demand drivers and investment traits.
The tactics needed to invest in each property type
differ greatly. High-rise residential investment
would likely involve building up the allocation
asset by asset. Lot sizes are large, and London is
a big part of the market. But investors should take
comfort from how familiar those traits are to office
investment. Being considered “alternative” should not
be a barrier to entry.
Pursuing portfolios of senior living or student living
assets may seem like similar tasks at first but there
are material differences between the two. For
example, typical lot sizes, portfolio values and the
origin and type of buyers and sellers of senior living
have more in common with industrial investment
traits than student living.

Meanwhile, the investment trends of the last
decade have permanently changed the UK real
estate investment market. Alternative real estate
is increasingly liquid, international and institutional.
The low-yield environment, short leases in
mainstream assets and investors taking direct
responsibility for asset management should ensure
alternative real estate continues to develop in the
same way it has done over the last decade. These
secular trends have great inertia, which should ensure
these specialist sectors can produce competitive total
returns in the long run.
Investors are broadening their horizons. They
are considering a wider range of property types,
financing options and risk-return profiles to achieve
their investment goals.
The search for quality is a common theme among
investors. They want a stake in the best assets,
strongest covenants and dominant operators to give
them the best chance to outperform.

Understanding these capital market traits should
help guide future investment strategies. Investors
are more likely to invest strategically – picking one
specialist sector and investing at scale, rather than
try to stretch a small allocation across a wide range
of property types. Likewise, sellers should keep this in
mind when planning their exit.
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